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Abstract. A general parametric analysis problem which allows the use of parameter variables in both the real-
time automata and the specifications is proposed and solved. The analysis algorithm is much simpler and can run
more efficiently in average cases than can previous works.
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1. Introduction

Successful real-world project management relies on the satisfaction of various timing and
nontiming restraints which may compete with each other for resources. Examples of such
restraints include timely responses, budget, domestic or international regulations, system
configurations, environments, compatibilities, etc. In this work, we define and algorith-
mically solve theparametric analysis problemof computer systems which allows for the
formal description of system behaviors and design requirements with various timing and
nontiming parameter variables and requires general conditions for all solutions to those
parameter variables.

The design of our problem was influenced by previous work of Alur et al. [4] and Wang
[12] which will be discussed briefly later. Our parametric analysis problem is presented
in two parts: an automaton with nontiming parameter variables and a specification with
both timing and nontiming parameter variables. The following example is adapted from the
railroad crossing example and shows how such a platform can be useful.

Example(Railroad Gate Controller). The popular railroad crossing example consists of a
train monitor and gate-controller. In figure 1, we give a parametric version of the automaton
descriptions of the monitor and controller, respectively. The ovals represent meta-states
while the arcs represent transitions. For each transition, we label its triggering condition
and the clocks which are to be reset to zero on its firing. The global state space can be
calculated as the Cartesian-product of local state spaces.

The safety requirement is that whenever a train is at the crossing, the gate must be in
the D mode (gate is down). The more money you spend on monitoring, the more precisely

∗The paper has been accepted for publication in Proceedings of the 6th AMAST, December 1997, Sydney,
Australia.
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Figure 1. Railroad gate controller example.

you can tell how far away an approaching train is. Suppose we now have two types of
monitoring, one costs 1000 dollars and can tell if a train will arrive at the crossing in 290
to 300 seconds; the other type costs 500 and can tell if a train will arrive at the crossing in
200 to 350 seconds.

We also have two gate-controller types. One costs 900 dollars and can lower the gate in
20 to 50 seconds and skip the U mode (gate is up) when a train is coming to the crossing
and the controller is in the R mode (gate-Raising mode). The other type costs 300 dollars
and can lower the gate in 100 to 200 seconds but cannot skip the U mode once the controller
is in the R mode.

Suppose now the design of a rail-road crossing gate-controller is subjected to the fol-
lowing budget constraint : the cost of the monitor ($M ) and that of controller ($C) together
cannot exceed 1500 dollars. We want to make sure that, under this constraint, the safety re-
quirement can still be satisfied. This can be expressed in our logic PCTL as $M + $C ≤ 1500
∧∀¤(C→ D). Here∀¤ is a modal operator from CTL [7, 8] which means that for all
computations henceforth, the following statement must be true.

Our system behavior descriptions are given instatically parametric automata(SPA), and
our specifications are given inparametric computation tree logic(PCTL). The outcomes
of our algorithm are Boolean expressions, whose literals are linear inequalities on the
parameter variables and can be further processed using standard techniques like simplex,
simulated annealing, etc. to extract useful design feedback.

In the remainder of the introduction, we shall first briefly discuss work related to this
subject and then outline the rest of the paper.

1.1. Related work

In the earliest works [7, 8], researchers used finite-state automata to describe system behavior
and check if they satisfied specifications given in branching-time temporal logic CTL. Such
a framework is usually calledmodel-checking. A CTL (Computation Tree Logic) formulus
is composed of binary propositions (p,q, . . .), Boolean operators (¬,∨,∧), and branching-
time modal operators (∃U, ∃©, ∀U, ∀©). ∃ means “there exists” a computation.∀ means
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“ for all” computations.U means something is true “until” something else is true.©means
“next state.” For example,∃pUq says that there exists a computation in whichp is true until
q is true. Since there is no notion of real-time (clock time), only ordering among events is
considered.

The following shorthand are generally accepted besides the usual ones in Boolean algebra.
∃¦φ1 stands for∃trueUφ1; ∀¤φ1 for¬∃¦¬φ1; ∀¦φ1 for ∀trueUφ1; and∃¤φ1 for¬∀¦¬φ1.
Intuitively, ¦ means “eventually” while ¤means “henceforth.”

CTL model-checking has been used to prove the correctness of concurrent systems such
as circuits and communication protocols. In 1990, the platform was extended by Alur et al.
to theTimedCTL (TCTL) model-checking problemto verify dense-time systems equipped
with resettable clocks [1]. Alur et al. also solved the problem in the same paper using an
innovative state space partitioning scheme.

In [9], the problem of deciding the earliest and latest times a target state can appear in the
computation of a timed automaton was discussed. However, they did not derive the general
conditions for parameter variables.

In 1993, Alur et al. studied on the reachability problem of real-time automata with
parameter variables [4]. In particular, they established that in general, the problem has no
algorithm when three clocks are compared with parameter variables in the automata [4].
This observation greatly influences the design of our platform.

In 1995, Wang proposed another platform which extends the TCTL model-checking
problem to allow for timing parameter variables in TCTL formulae [12]. His algorithm
gives back Boolean conditions whose literals are linear equalities for the timing parameter
variables. He also showed that his parametric timing analysis problem is PSPACE-hard
while his analysis algorithm has double-exponential time complexity. In comparision, our
work provides a generalized framework for analysis of both timing and static parameter
variables. Also, our algorithm employs cycle-reduction in the dynamic programming style,
which is easier to understand, implement, and analyze. Moreover, since the cycles are
implicitly represented in succinct semilinear expressions,1 our algorithm can run more
efficiently with respect to time and space complexities in most cases.

Henzinger et al.’s HyTech system developed at Cornell also has parametric analysis
power [4, 10]. However in this framework, the authors did not identify a decidable class
for the parametric analysis problem, and their procedure is not guaranteed to terminate. In
comparison, our framework has an algorithm which can generate a semilinear description
of the working solutions for the parameter variables.

1.2. Outline

Section 2 presents our system behavior description language: theStatically Parametric
Automaton(SPA). Section 3 defines theParametric Computation Tree Logic(PCTL) and
theParametric Analysis Problem. Section 4 presents the algorithm, proves its correctness,
and analyzes its complexity. Section 5 concludes the paper.

We also adoptN andR+ as the sets of nonnegative integers and nonnegative real numbers
respectively. Given real numbersδ ≤ δ′, (δ, δ′), (δ, δ′], [δ, δ′), and [δ, δ′] traditionally de-
noteintervalswith left and right endpointsδ, δ′, respectively. A left (right) square (round)
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bracket means the corresponding endpoint is included (not included). For anyδ ∈ R+,
(δ, δ), (δ, δ], [δ, δ) are allemptyintervals becauseδ is not included. [δ, δ] is apoint interval
because it contains the sole elementδ. Since intervals are also sets, we shall adopt the
traditional operations on sets for our intervals. For example, given two intervalsλ, λ′, we
may require thatλ ⊆ λ′ and calculateλ′ − λ.

2. Statically parametric automata (SPA)

In an SPA, we may combine propositions, timing inequalities for clock readings, and linear
inequalities of parameter variables to write the invariance and transition conditions. Such
a combination is called astate predicateand is defined formally in the following. Given a
setP of atomic propositions, a setC of clocks, and a setH of parameter variables, astate
predicateη of P, C, andH , has the following syntax rules:

η ::= false| p | x − y ∼ c | x ∼ c |
∑

aiαi ∼ c | η1 ∨ η2 | ¬η1

where p ∈ P, x, y ∈ C, ai , c ∈ N , αi ∈ H , ∼ ∈ {≤, <,=,≥, >}, andη1, η2 are state
predicates. Notationally, we letB(P,C, H) be the set of all state predicates onP, C, and
H . Note that the parameter variables considered inH are static because their values do not
change with time during each computation of an automaton. A state predicate with only∑

aiαi ∼ c type literals is said to bestatic.

Definition 1(Statically Parametric Automata). A Statically Parametric Automaton(SPA)
is a tuple(Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ) with the following restrictions.

• Q is a finite set of meta-states.
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial meta-state.
• P is a set of atomic propositions.
• C is a set of clocks.
• H is a set of parameter variables.
• χ : Q 7→ B(P,C, H) is a function that labels each meta-state with a condition true in

that meta-state.
• E ⊆ Q× Q is the set of transitions.
• ρ : E 7→ 2C defines the set of clocks to be reset during each transition.
• τ : E 7→ B(P,C, H) defines the transition triggering conditions.

An SPA starts execution at its meta-stateq0. We shall assume that initially, all clocks read
zero. In between meta-state transitions, all clocks increment their readings at a uniform rate.
The transitions of the SPA may be fired when the triggering conditon is satisfied. Depending
on the interpretation of the parameter variables, an SPA may exhibit different behaviors.
During a transition from meta-stateqi to qj , for eachx ∈ ρ(qi ,qj ), the reading ofx will
be reset to zero. There are state predicates with parameter variables labeled on the states
as well as on the transitions. These parameters may also appear in the specifications of the
same analysis problem instance.
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Definition 2 (State). A state sof SPA A = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ) is a mapping
from P ∪ C to {true, false} ∪ R+ such that for eachp ∈ P, s(p) ∈ {true, false} and for
eachx ∈ C, s(x) ∈ R+, whereR+ is the set of nonnegative real numbers.

The same SPA may generate different computations depending on the interpretation of
its parameter variables. Aninterpretation, I, for H is a mapping fromN ∪ H toN such
that for all c ∈ N , I(c) = c. An SPA A = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ) is said to be
interpreted with respect toI when the parameter variables of all the state predicates inA
are interpreted according toI.

Definition 3(Satisfaction of interpreted state predicates by a state). State predicateη is
satisfied by states under interpretationI, written ass |=I η, iff

• s 6|=I false;
• s |=I p iff s(p) = true;
• s |=I x − y ∼ c iff s(x)− s(y) ∼ c;
• s |=I x ∼ c iff s(x) ∼ c;
• s |=I

∑
aiαi ∼ c iff

∑
aiI(αi ) ∼ c;

• s |=I η1 ∨ η2 iff s |=I η1 or s |=I η2; and
• s |=I ¬η1 iff s 6|=I η1.

Now we will define the computation of SPA. For convenience, we adopt the following
conventions.

An SPA A= (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ) is unambiguousiff for all statess, there is
at most oneq ∈ Q such that for someI , s |=I χ(q). Ambiguous SPA’s can be made
unambiguous by incorporating meta-state names as propositional conjuncts in the conjunc-
tive normal forms of theχ( )-state predicate of each meta-state. For convenience, from
now on, we shall only talk about unambiguous SPA’s. When we say an SPA, we mean an
unambiguous SPA.

Given an SPAA = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ), an interpretationI for H , and a state
s, we letsQ be the meta-state inQ such thats |=I χ(sQ). If there is no meta-stateq ∈ Q
such thats |=I χ(q), thensQ is undefined.

Given two statess, s′, there is ameta-state transitionfroms tos′ in A under interpretation
I, in symbolss→I s′, iff

• sQ, s′Q are both defined,
• (sQ, s′Q) ∈ E,
• s |=I τ(sQ, s′Q), and
• ∀x ∈ C((x ∈ ρ(sQ, s′Q)⇒ s′(x) = 0) ∧ (x 6∈ ρ(sQ, s′Q)⇒ s′(x) = s(x))).

Also, given a states and aδ ∈ R+, we lets+ δ be the state that agrees withs in every
aspect except that for allx ∈ C, s(x)+ δ = (s+ δ)(x).

Definition 4(s-run of interpreted SPA). Given a statesof SPAA = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E,
ρ, τ ) and an interpretationI, a computation ofA starting ats is called ans-runand is a
sequence((s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . .) of pairs such that
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• s= s1; and
• for eacht ∈ R+, there is ani ∈ N such thatti ≥ t ; and
• for each integeri ≥ 1,sQ

i is defined and for each real 0≤ δ ≤ ti+1− ti , si +δ |=I χ(sQ
i );

and
• for eachi ≥ 1, A goes fromsi to si+1 because of

– a meta-state transition, i.e.ti = ti+1 ∧ si →I si+1; or
– time passage, i.e.ti < ti+1 ∧ si + ti+1− ti = si+1.

3. PCTL and parametric analysis problem

Parametric Computation Tree Logic(PCTL) is used to specify the design requirements and is
defined with respect to a given SPA. Suppose we are given an SPAA = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ,
E, ρ, τ ). A PCTL formulusφ for A has the following syntax rules:

φ ::= η |φ1 ∨ φ2 | ¬φ1 | ∃φ1U∼θφ2 | ∀φ1U∼θφ2

Here,η is a state predicate inB(P,C, H),φ1 andφ2 are PCTL formulae, andθ is an element
in N ∪ H .

Note that the parameter variable subscripts of modal formulae can also be used as pa-
rameter variables in SPA. Also, we adopt the following standard shorthand:true for¬false,
φ1∧ φ2 for ¬((¬φ1)∨ (¬φ2)), φ1→ φ2 for (¬φ1)∨ φ2, ∃¦∼θφ1 for ∃trueU∼θφ1, ∀¤∼θφ1

for ¬∃¦∼θ¬φ1, ∀¦∼θφ1 for ∀trueU∼θφ1, and∃¤∼θφ1 for ¬∀¦∼θ¬φ1.
Depending on the interpretation, a PCTL formulus may impose different requirements.

We use the notations |=I φ to mean thatφ is satisfied at states in A under interpretation
I. The satisfaction relation is defined inductively as follows.

• If φ is a state predicate, thens |=I φ iff φ is satisfied bys as a state predicate underI.
• s |=I φ1 ∨ φ2 iff either s |=I φ1 or s |=I φ2.
• s |=I ¬φ1 iff s 6|=I φ1.
• s |=I (∃φ1U∼θφ2) iff there are ans-run= ((s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . .) in A, an i ≥ 1, and a

nonempty interval〈δ1, δ2〉 ⊆ [0, ti+1− ti ] with “ 〈” ∈ {“(” , “[” } and “〉” ∈ {“)” , “]” }, such
that

– for all δ ∈ 〈δ1, δ2〉, ti + δ ∼ t1+ I(θ) andsi + δ |=I φ2, and
– for all 0≤ j ≤ i andδ ∈ [0, t j+1− t j ], if t j +δ ∈ [0, δ1]−〈δ1, δ2〉, thensj +δ |=I φ1.

• s |=I (∀φ1U∼θφ2) iff for every s-run= ((s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . .) in A, there are ani ≥ 1 and
a nonempty interval〈δ1, δ2〉 ⊆ [0, ti+1 − ti ] with “ 〈” ∈ {“(” , “[” } and “〉” ∈ {“)” , “]” },
such that

– for all δ ∈ 〈δ1, δ2〉, ti + δ ∼ t1+ I(θ) andsi + δ |=I φ2, and
– for all 0≤ j ≤ i andδ ∈ [0, t j+1− t j ], if t j +δ ∈ [0, δ1]−〈δ1, δ2〉, thensj +δ |=I φ1.

Note that in our definitions for∃U∼θ and∀U∼θ , we require thatφ2 be satisfied by a nonempty
interval of states instead of just a point state as in the case of classic temporal logic.
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This change is purely for dense-time semantics and is justified as follows. Note that our
computation is defined as a dense line of mappings from propositions to truth values and
from clocks to reals. For example, we may have a formulus like∃(x ≤ 1)U(x > 1), in which
φ2 = x > 1. Since there is really not a “smallest” real bigger than 1, there is really not a state
in any run which “first” satisfiesx > 1 either. Thus a formulus like∃(x ≤ 1)U(x > 1) is
unsatisfiable if we define the satisfaction ofφ2 by a point state. This may be counter-intuitive
for some readers. Thus we choose to define the semantics ofU-formulae with respect to
intervals.

Given an SPAA, a PCTL formulusφ, and an interpretationI for H , we say thatA is a
modelof φ underI, written asA |=I φ, iff s |=I φ for all statess such thatsQ = q0.

We will now formally define our problem.

Definition 5(Statically Parametric Analysis Problem). Given an SPAAand a specification
(PCTL formulus)φ, theparametric analysis problem instancefor A andφ, denoted PAP(A,
φ), is formally defined as the problem of deriving the general condition of all interpretation
I such thatA |=I φ. I is called asolutionto PAP(A, φ) iff A |=I φ.

We will show that such conditions are always expressible as Boolean combinations of
linear inequalities of parameter variables.

4. Parametric analysis

In this section, we shall develop new data-structures, theparametric region graphand the
conditional path graph, for solving the parametric analysis problem. The parametric region
graph is similar to the region graph defined in [1], but it contains parametric information.
A region is a subset of the state space in which all states exhibit the same behavior with
respect to the given SPA and PCTL formulus.

Given a parametric analysis problem forA andφ, a modal subformulusφ1 of φ, and the
parametric region graph with region setsV , theconditional path graphfor φ1 is a fully
connected graph ofV whose arcs are labeled with sets of pairs of the form(π, T), where
π is a static state predicate andT is an integer set. For convenience, we call such pairs
conditional time expressions(CTE). Alternatively, we can say that the conditional path
graphJ[φ1] for φ1 is a mapping fromV × V to the power set of CTE’s. For anyv, v′ ∈ V ,
if (π, T) ∈ J[φ1](v, v′), then for all interpretationI, t ∈ T , ands ∈ v, if π is satisfied byI,
then there is a finites-run of timet ending at ans′ ∈ v′ such thatφ1 is satisfied all the way
through the run except ats′. In Subsection 4.2, we shall show that all our modal formulus
evaluations can be decomposed to the computation of conditional time expressions.

The kernel of this section is a Kleene’s closure procedure which computes the conditional
path graph. Its computation utilizes the following four types of integer set manipulations.

• T1 ∪ T2 means{a | a ∈ T1 or a ∈ T2}.
• T1+ T2 means{a1+ a2 | a1 ∈ T1;a2 ∈ T2}.
• T1∗means{0} ∪⋃i∈N

∑
1≤ j≤i T1, where

∑
1≤ j≤i T1 means the addition ofi consecutive

T1.
• T̄1 is the complement ofT1, i.e.,{a1 |a1 ∈ N ;a1 6∈ T1}.
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Figure 2. Central operation in our Kleene’s closure algorithm.

It can be shown that all integer sets resulting from such manipulations in our algorithm are
semilinear. Semilinear expressions are convenient notations for expressing infinite integer
sets that are constructed from regular structures (finite-state automata). They are closed
under the four manipulations. There are also algorithms to compute the manipulation results.
Specifically, we know that all semilinear expressions can be represented as the union of
a finite number of sets likea + c∗. Such a special form is called theperiodical normal
form (PNF). It is not difficult to prove that given operands in PNF, the results of the four
manipulations can all be transformed back into PNF. Due to space limitations, we shall skip
the details here.

The idea behind our algorithm for computing the conditional path graph is a vertex
bypassing scheme. Suppose we have three regionsu, v, w whose connections in the con-
ditional path graph are those shown in figure 2. Then it is clear that by bypassing regionv,
we obtained thatJ[φ1](u, w) should be a superset ofH [φ1](u, v, w) equal to


(
π1 ∧ π2 ∧

∧
(π3,T3)∈D

π3, T1+ T2+
∑

(π3,T3)∈D

T3 ∗
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(π1, T1) ∈ J[φ1](u, v);
(π2, T2) ∈ J[φ1](v,w);
D ⊆ J[φ1](v, v)


Intuitively, this means that any path fromu to w throughv can be a concatenation of a
path fromu to v, any cycles throughv, and a path fromv tow. The calculation of sets like
this will be the kernel operation of our algorithm. Our conditional path graph construction
algorithm utilizes a Kleene’s closure framework to calculate all the arc labels.

In Subsection 4.1, we extend the regions graph concepts in [1] and define the paramet-
ric region graph. In Subsection 4.2, we define the conditional path graph and present an
algorithm to compute it. In Subsections 4.3, we present our labelling algorithm for the para-
metric analysis problem and prove its correctness. In Subsection 4.4, we briefly analyze our
algorithm’s complexity.
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4.1. Parametric region graph

The brilliant concept of region graphs were originally proposed by Alur et al. [1] for use in
verifying dense-time systems. A region graph partitions its system state space into finitely
many behavior-equivalent subspaces. Our parametric region graphs extend region graphs
and contain information about parameter variable restrictions. Besides parameter variables,
each parametric region graph has an additional clockκ which is reset to zero once its reading
reaches one.κ is not used in the user-given SPA and is added when we construct regions
for the convenience of parametric timing analysis. It functions as a ticking indicator for
evaluating timed modal formulae of PCTL. Theκ reading is always between 0 and 1; that
is, for every states, 0≤ s(κ) ≤ 1.

The timing constantsin an SPAA are the integer constantsc that appear in conditions
such asx−y ∼ candx ∼ c in A. The timing constants in a PCTL formulusφ are the integer
constantsc that appear in subformulae likex−y ∼ c, x ∼ c, ∃φ1U∼cφ2, and∀φ1U∼cφ2. Let
K A:φ be the largest timing constant used in bothA andφ for the given parametric analysis
problem instance.

For eachδ ∈ R+, we definefract(δ) as the fractional part ofδ, i.e.,fract(δ) = δ − bδc.

Definition 6 (Regions). Given an SPAA = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ) and a PCTL
formulusφ for A, two statess, s′ of A, s ∼=A:φ s′ (i.e.,s ands′ are equivalent with respect
to A andφ) iff the following conditions are satisfied.

• For eachp ∈ P, s(p) = s′(p).
• For eachx − y ∼ c used inA or φ, s(x)− s(y) ∼ c iff s′(x)− s′(y) ∼ c.
• For eachx ∈ C, if eithers(x) ≤ K A:φ or s′(x) ≤ K A:φ , thenbs(x)c = bs′(x)c.
• For everyx, y ∈ C ∪ {0, κ}, fract(s(x)) ≤ fract(s(y)) iff fract(s′(x)) ≤ fract(s′(y)),

wheres(0) = s′(0) = 0.

[s] denotes the equivalent class ofA’s states, with respect to relation∼=A:φ , to which s
belongs, and it is called aregion.

Note that because of our assumption of unambiguous SPA’s, we know that for alls′ ∈ [s],
s′Q = sQ. Using the above definition, the parametric region graph is defined as follows.

Definition 7(Parametric Region Graph(PR-graph)). TheParametric Region Graph(PR-
graph) for an SPAA = (Q,q0, P,C, H, χ, E, ρ, τ ) and a PCTL formulusφ is a directed
graphGA:φ = (V, F) such that the vertex setV is the set of all regions, and the arc setF
consists of the following two types of arcs.

• An arc(v, v′) may representmeta-state transitionsin A. That is, for everys ∈ v, there
is ans′ ∈ v′ such thats→ s′.
• An arc(v, v′)may be atime arcand may represent passage of time in the same meta-state.

Formally, for everys ∈ v, there is ans′ ∈ v′ such that

– s+ δ = s′ for someδ ∈ R+;
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– there is neitheṙs nor δ̇ ∈ R+, 0 < δ̇ < δ, s.t. [̇s] 6= v, [ṡ] 6= v′, s+ δ̇ = ṡ, and
ṡ+ δ − δ̇ = s′.

We shall adopt the following notations for convenience of discussion. Given a regionv,
v |= fract(κ) = 0 iff for all s ∈ v, s(κ) is an integer. Given an arc(v, v′), ε(v, v′) =↑ if
v 6|= fract(κ) = 0∧ v′ |= fract(κ) = 0; ε(v, v′) =↓ if v |= fract(κ) = 0∧ v′ 6|= fract(κ) =
0; ε(v, v′) = 0 otherwise.

Also, we writev |=I φ1 for some PCTL formulusφ1 when for alls ∈ v(s |=I φ1).
Remember that earlier (page 5), we letsQ be the meta-state inQ such thats |=I χ(sQ).
Similarly, we letvQ be the meta-state such that for alls ∈ v, vQ = sQ.

Since regions have enough informations to determine the truth values of all propositions
and clock inequalities used in a parametric analysis problem, we can define the mapping
from state predicates to static state predicates through a region. Formally, given a regionv

and a state predicateη, we writev(η) for the static predicate constructed according to the
following rules.

• v( false) is false.
• v(p) is true iff ∀s ∈ v(s(p) = true).
• v(x − y ∼ c) is true iff ∀s ∈ v(s(x)− s(y) ∼ c).
• v(x ∼ c) is true iff ∀s ∈ v(s(x) ∼ c).
• v(∑aiαi ∼ c) is

∑
aiαi ∼ c.

• v(η1 ∨ η2) = v(η1) ∨ v(η2).
• v(¬η1) = ¬v(η1).

For convenience, we let〈κ〉v be the region in a PR-graph that agrees withv in every aspect
except that for alls′ ∈ 〈κ〉v, s′(κ) = 0.

4.2. Conditional path analysis

To compute the parametric condition for a parametric modal formulus like∃φ1U∼θφ2 in
a region, instead of analyzing all the cycle time patterns as in [12], we can decompose
the formulus into a Boolean combination of path conditions and then compute the path
conditions. For example, suppose that under interpretationI, we know there exists a path
v1v2 . . . vn of time 5. Then a sufficient condition for all states inv1 to satisfy∃φ1U≤θφ2

is thatI(θ) ≥ 5 ∧ vn |=I φ2 ∧
∧

1≤i<n vi |=I φ1. Now we define our second new data
structure, theconditional path graph, in preparation for presenting of the algorithm.

Definition 8 (Conditional path graph). Suppose we are given a region graphGA:φ =
(V, F) and a subformulusφ1 of φ. Theconditional path graphfor φ1, denotedJ[φ1]( ), is
a mapping fromV × V to the power set of conditional time expressions with the following
restrictions. For allv, v′ ∈ V , if (π, T) ∈ J[φ1](v, v′), then for all interpretationsI satisfy-
ing π , t ∈ T , ands ∈ v, there is a finites-run of timet ending at ans′ ∈ v′ such thatφ1 is
satisfied all the way through the run except ats′.
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Figure 3. A simple automaton to illustrate of the algorithm.

The procedure for computingJ[φ1]( ) is presented in the following.

KClosure[φ1](V, F)
/* It is assumed that for all regionsv ∈ V , we know the static state predicate
conditionL[φ1](v) which satisfiesφ1 atv. */
{
(1) For each(v,w) 6∈ F , J[φ1](v,w) := ∅;
(2) For each(v,w) ∈ F , if ε(v,w) =↑, then let

J[φ1](v,w) :={(L[φ1](v) ∧ v(χ(vQ)) ∧ w(χ(wQ)) ∧ v(τ(vQ, wQ)), 1)};
else let

J[φ1](v,w) :={(L[φ1](v) ∧ v(χ(vQ)) ∧ w(χ(wQ)) ∧ v(τ(vQ, wQ)), 0)}.
(3) For i := 0 to |V |, do

(1) Iteratively for eachv ∈ V , do{
(1) for eachu, w ∈ V , let J[φ1](u, w) := J[φ1](u, w) ∪ H [φ1](u, v, w);

}
}

}

Example(A simple automaton). In figure 3, we show a simple automaton with two meta-
states. Suppose the specification in PCTL is

cost< 100∧ q ∧ x = 0∧ ∀¦≤θ¬q

Then, the region graph is that shown in figure 4. Note thatL[q](v0) = L[q](v1) = trueand
L[q](v2) = L[q](v3) = L[q](v4) = L[q](v5) = false. After running algorithm KClosure

Figure 4. A simple region graph to illustrate the algorithm.
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Table 1. Computation of KClosure[ ]( ).

(true, 0) ∈ J[true](v0, v0) (true, 0) ∈ J[true](v1, v1)

(true, 0) ∈ J[true](v2, v2) (true, 0) ∈ J[true](v3, v3) Row 1

(true, 0) ∈ J[true](v4, v4) (true, 0) ∈ J[true](v5, v5)

(true, 0) ∈ J[q](v0, v0) (true, 0) ∈ J[q](v1, v1)

( false, 0) ∈ J[q](v2, v2) ( false, 0) ∈ J[q](v3, v3) Row 2

( false, 0) ∈ J[q](v4, v4) ( false, 0) ∈ J[q](v5, v5)

(true, 0) ∈ J[¬q](v0, v0) (true, 0) ∈ J[¬q](v1, v1)

( false, 0) ∈ J[¬q](v2, v2) ( false, 0) ∈ J[¬q](v3, v3) Row 3

( false, 0) ∈ J[¬q](v4, v4) ( false, 0) ∈ J[¬q](v5, v5)

(true, 0) ∈ J[true](v0, v1) (cost> 10, 0) ∈ J[true](v1, v2)

(true, 1) ∈ J[true](v2, v3) (true, 0) ∈ J[true](v3, v4) Row 4

(true, 1) ∈ J[true](v4, v5) (true, 0) ∈ J[true](v5, v4)

(true, 0) ∈ J[q](v0, v1) (cost> 10, 0) ∈ J[q](v1, v2)

( false, 1) ∈ J[q](v2, v3) ( false, 0) ∈ J[q](v3, v4) Row 5

( false, 1) ∈ J[q](v4, v5) ( false, 0) ∈ J[q](v5, v4)

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

(cost> 10, 0) ∈ J[true](v0, v2) (cost> 10, 1) ∈ J[true](v1, v3)

(true, 1) ∈ J[true](v2, v4) (true, 1) ∈ J[true](v3, v5) Row 7

(true, 1∗) ∈ J[true](v4, v4) (true, 1∗) ∈ J[true](v5, v5)

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

[q]( ) on the region graph, we find that the computation of membership relations is that
shown in Table 1. In the table, we group the formulae into rows with horizontal lines to make
it more readable. The first five rows are obtained for length one paths through statement (2)
in algorithm KClosure[ ]( ). The seventh row is obtained with the transitivity law through
statement (3) in algorithm KClosure[ ]( ). In the last second line, because of the time 1
self-loops on regionsv4, v5, we can deduce that(true, 1∗) ∈ J[true](v4, v4), which means
that we can cycle through regionv4 forever.

Lemma 1 establishes the correctness of KClosure[φ1]( ).

Lemma 1. Suppose we are given two regionsv, v′ in a region graph(V, F), the labeling
funciton L[φ1]( ) for a PCTL formulusφ1 on (V, F), an interpretationI, and a natural
number t∈ N . After running algorithm KClosure[φ1](V, F), there is a computation from
a state inv to a state inv′ under interpretationI of t time units(κ ’s reading changes from
noninteger to integer for t times) such thatφ1 is satisfied in all but the last states during the
computation iff there is a(π, T) ∈ J[φ1](v, v′) such thatI |= π and t ∈ T .
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Figure 5. A typical cactus structure of path.

Proof: The proof is presented for two directions of the “iff” statement.
(⇒) We assume there is a computation from a state inv to a state inv′ under interpretation
I with time t such thatφ1 is maintained until the last state. By mapping each state along
the computation to its region, we can project the computation in dense time onto a finite
discrete path in the region graph. According to the proof of Lemma 3 in [12], every path can
be decomposed into a cactus structure of a simple path and some simple cycles, as shown
in figure 5. In the cactus structure, each cycle can be traversed many times to compose the
path. We can define the height of a cycleÄ, from the simple path in a cactus structure, to
be the number of cycles which connectÄ to the simple path in the cactus structure. For
example, in the cactus structure shown in figure 5, the heights ofÄ1, Ä5, andÄ8 are one,
the heights ofÄ2, Ä4, Ä6, andÄ9 are two, and the heights ofÄ3 andÄ7 are three. Also, we
can show that for every path, there is a way to decompose it into a cactus structure whose
greatest cycle height is less than|V |. (Examine the connecting nodes shown as little black
rectangles between cycles in figure 5. There can only be|V | − 1 such connecting nodes. If
there is a simple cycleÄwith height>|V |, then the sequence of connecting nodes along the
simple cycles connectingÄ to0 must have two identical connecting nodes. This repetition
of connecting nodes makes it possible to collapse the height.)

We can show by induction on the heights of simple cycles in cactus structures that, after
the i ’th iteration of “For”-loop in KClosure[φ1]( ), this direction of the lemma is true for
all computation path constructed with cycles of height≤i . Thus this direction of the lemma
is proven.
(⇐) This direction can be proven with an induction oni in the “For”-loop. For the in-
duction step, we have to check that every time we perform statementJ[φ1](u, w) :=
J[φ1](u, w) ∪ H [φ1](u, v, w); the new elements added intoJ[φ1](u, w) all correspond to
valid computations. This finishes the whole proof. 2

4.3. Labeling algorithm

Once the conditional path graph has been constructed forφ1 using KClosure[φ1]( ), we
can then turn to the labeling algorithm to calculate the parametric conditions for the modal
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formulae properly containingφ1. However, there is still one thing which we should define
clearly before presenting our labeling algorithm, that is: “How should we connect the
conditional time expressions (as pairs of parametric conditions and parametric semilinear
expressions) in the arc labels to parametric conditions ?” Suppose, we want to examine if
from v to v′, there is a run with time≥θ . To do this, we define semilinear conditions in
the form ofT ∼ θ with semilinear expressionsT in PNF, and the (numerical or variable)
parameterθ is calculated according to the following rewriting rules.

• a+ c∗ ∼ θ ⇒ a+ cj ∼ θ where j is a new integer variable never used before.
• T1 ∪ T2 ∼ θ ⇒ (T1 ∼ θ) ∨ (T2 ∼ θ).

Note that since we assume that the operands are in PNF, we do not have to pay attention to
the case of+, ∗, . Then, the condition that there is a run with time≥θ from v to v′ can
be calculated as

∨
(π,T)∈J[φ1](v,v′) π ∧ T ≥ θ .

In the following, we present the labeling algorithm forL[φ](v) in the traditional inductive
case analysis of formulusφ.

Label(A, φ) {
(1) construct the PR-graphGA:φ = (V, F);
(2) for eachv ∈ V , recursively computeL[φ](v);
}
L[φi ](v) {
switch(φi ) {
case( false), L[ false](v) := false;

case(p) wherep ∈ P, L p(v) := true if v |= p, elseL p(v) := false;

case(x − y ∼ c), if eitherx or y is zero inv, evaluatex − y ∼ c as in the next case;
elsex− y ∼ c is evaluated to the same value as it is in any regionu such that(u, v) ∈ F .

case(x ∼ c), L[φi ](v) := true if v |= (φi ), elseL[φi ](v) := false;

case(
∑

aiαi ∼ d), L[6aiαi ∼ d](v) :=∑aiαi ∼ d;

case(φ j ∨ φk), L[φ j ∨ φk](v) := L[φ j ](v) ∨ L[φk](v);

case(¬φ j ), L[¬φ j ](v) := ¬L[φ j ](v);

case(∃¤≥0φ j ), {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);

(2) L[∃¤≥0φ j ](v) :=∨u∈V

( (∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u) π

)
∧(∨(π,T)∈J[φ j ](u,u)(π ∧ T > 0)

))
}

case(∃φ jU≥θφk), {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
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(2) L[∃φ jU≥θφk](v) :=∨u∈V

(
L[φk](u) ∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u)
∧∨(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u)(π ∧ T ≥ θ)

)
}

case(∃φ jU>θφk) {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∃φ jU>θφk](v) be∨

u∈V

( (∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u)(π ∧ (T > θ ∨ (T = θ ∧ u |= fract(κ) 6= 0)))

)
∧L[φk](u) ∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u)

)
}

case(∃φ jU≤θφk) {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∃φ jU≤θφk](v) be∨

u∈V

( (∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u)(π ∧ (T < θ ∨ (T = θ ∧ u |= fract(κ) = 0)))

)
∧L[φk](u) ∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u)

)
}

case(∃φ jU<θφk) {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∃φ jU<θφk](v) be∨

u∈V

(∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u)(π ∧ T < θ) ∧ L[φk](u) ∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u)

)
}

case(∃φ jU=θφk) {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∃φ jU=θφk](v) be∨

u∈V

(∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u)

(
(π ∧ T = θ) ∧ u |= fract(κ) = 0
∧L[φk](u) ∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u)

))
}

case(∀φ jU≤θφk), {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);

(2) L[∀φ jU≤θφk](v) := ¬


L[∃(¬φk)U≤θ¬(φ j ∨ φk)](〈κ〉v)

∨∨u1,u2∈V

 L[¬φk](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2)=↓
∧L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧∨(π,T)∈J[¬φk](〈κ〉v,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ)




}
case(∀φ jU>θφk) {

(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
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(2) L[∀φ jU>θφk](v) be

¬


L[∃¦≤θ¬φ j ](〈κ〉v)

∨∨u1,u2∈V


∨
(π,T)∈Jφ j (〈κ〉v,u1)

(π ∧ T = θ)
∧L[φ j ](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧(L[∃¤≥0¬φk](u2) ∨ L[∃(¬φk)U≥0¬(φ j ∨ φk)](u2))




}
case(∀φ jU≥θφk) {

(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∀φ jU≥θφk](v) be

¬



L[∃¦<θ¬φ j ](〈κ〉v)
∨(θ = 0∧ (L[∃¤≥0¬φk](〈κ〉v) ∨ L[∃(¬φk)U≥0¬(φ j ∨ φk)](〈κ〉v)))

∨

θ > 0∧∨u1,u2∈V


∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u1)

 π ∧ T = θ − 1
∧L[φ j ](u1)

∧ε(u1, u2) =↑


∧
(

L[∃¤≥0¬φk](u2)

∨L[∃(¬φk)U≥0¬(φ j ∨ φk)](u2)

)




}

case(∀φ jU<θφk) {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∀φ jU<θφk](v) be

¬
 (∨

u1,u2∈V

(
L[¬φk](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↑ ∧L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧∨(π,T)∈J[¬φ j ](〈κ〉v,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ − 1)

))
∨L[∃(¬φk)U<θ¬(φ j ∨ φk)](〈κ〉v)


}

case(∀φ jU=θφk) {
(1) KClosure[φ j ](V, F);
(2) L[∀φ jU=θφk](v) be

¬



L[∃¦<θ¬φ j ](〈κ〉v)

∨

θ = 0∧

 ∨
u1,u2∈V

 L[¬φk](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧∨(π,T)∈J[¬φk](〈κ〉v,u1)
(π ∧ T = 0)


∨L[∃(¬φk)U=0¬(φ j ∨ φk)](〈κ〉v)




∨∨u1,u2∈V



θ > 0∧∨(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ − 1)

∧L[φ j ](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↑

∧

 ∨
u3,u4∈V

 L[¬φk](u3) ∧ ε(u3, u4) =↓
∧L[∃¤≥0true](u4)

∧∨(π,T)∈J[¬φk](〈κ〉u−2,u3)
π ∧ T = 0


∨L[∃(¬φk)U=0¬(φ j ∨ φk)](u2)






}
}
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This algorithm maps pairs of vertices and temporal logic formulae to a Boolean combination
of linear inequalities with parameter variables as free variables. Also note that the labeling
algorithm relies on the special case of∃¤≥0φ j which essentially says that there is an infinite
computation in whichφ j is always true. Case analysis for atoms, disjunctions, and negations
are straightfoward.

Let us examine two cases to see how the algorihtm works. Formulus∃¤≥0φ j is satisfied
at a states if from s, there is computation along whichφ j is always true and clockκ ticks
infinitely often. Projecting the computation into the PR-graph, the image of the computation
forms a cycle reachable from region〈κ〉[s] ([s] is the region fors in the PR-graph) such
that along the path to the cycle and in the cycle,φ j is true andκ ticks at least once in the
cycle. In the formulus for case∃¤≥0φ j :

L[∃¤≥0φ j ](v) :=
∨
u∈V

( (∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u) π

)
∧(∨(π,T)∈J[φ j ](u,u)(π ∧ T > 0)

))

[s] = v, the path fromu to itself is a cycle in whichκ ticks at least once (T > 0), and the
path from〈κ〉v to u characterizes the path from〈κ〉[s] to the cycle.

For all the∀U cases, we find solutions using negations, formulae∃¤≥0, and∃U . Let us
examine case∀φ jU>θφk carefully. It is not satisfied at a states iff either of the following
two situations hold. First, for some path froms, within θ (inclusive) time units,φ j becomes
false. This is handled by formulusL[∃¦≤θ¬φ j ](〈κ〉v). Second, for some path froms after
θ time units, eitherφk is never fulfilled orφ j becomes false beforeφk becomes true. This
is handled by the following formulus:

∨
u1,u2∈V


∨
(π,T)∈J[φ j ](〈κ〉v,u1)

(π ∧ T = θ)
∧ L[φ j ](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧ (L[∃¤≥0¬φk](u2) ∨ L[∃(¬φk)U≥0¬(φ j ∨ φk)](u2))


Note here thatu2 is the region where we find thatφk is not in time for the downfall ofφ j .
We require thatε(u1, u2) =↓ to match the timing requirement of>θ .

In the following example, labeling algorithm is run on a small example to present the
idea.

Example(A test run of the labelling algorithm). We illustrate our algorithm on the au-
tomaton shown in figure 3 and PCTL specification

cost< 100∧ q ∧ x = 0∧ ∀¦≤θ¬q

The region graph is shown in figure 4. FormulusL[cost< 100∧q∧ x = 0∧∀¦≤θ¬q](v),
after rewriting according to the labeling algorithm, becomes

 L[cost< 100](v)
∧L[q](v)
∧L[x = 0](v)

 ∧ ¬


L[∃qU≤θ¬(true∨ ¬q)](〈κ〉v)

∨∨u1,u2∈V

 L[q](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ)
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It is apparent that only regionv0 satisfiesq ∧ x = 0. Also, ∃qU≤θ¬(true∨ ¬q) can be
simplified to∃qU≤θ false, which is falseno matter what valueθ has. We can simplify this
formulus usingv = v0:

 L[cost< 100](v0)

∧ L[q](v0)

∧ L[x = 0](v0)

∧¬


L[∃qU≤θ¬(true∨ ¬q)](〈κ〉v0)

∨∨u1,u2∈V

 L[q](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧ ∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ)




≡
 cost< 100
∧ true
∧ true

∧¬


false

∨ ∨u1,u2∈V

 L[q](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧ ∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ)




≡ cost< 100∧ ¬∨u1,u2∈V

 L[q](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2) =↓
∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧ ∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ)


Now we can examine the outer quantification

∨
u1,u2∈V . . . which requires thatu1 |= q and

ε(u1, u2) =↓. From the region graph in figure 4, it is apparent thatu1 must bev0 and that
u2 must bev1 to make the quantification true. If we follow the labeling algorithmL(φ, v),
we shall find thatL[∃¤≥0true](v1) = cost> 10. Thus, the manipulation continues as in
the following:

cost< 100∧ ¬∨u1,u2∈V

 L[q](u1) ∧ ε(u1, u2)=↓
∧ L[∃¤≥0true](u2)

∧ ∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,u1)
(π ∧ T = θ)


≡ cost< 100∧ ¬

 L[q](v0) ∧ ε(v0, v1)=↓
∧ L[∃¤≥0true](v1)

∧ ∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,v0)
(π ∧ T = θ)


≡ cost< 100∧ ¬(true∧ true∧ cost> 10∧∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,v0)

(π ∧ T = θ))
≡ cost< 100∧ ¬(cost> 10∧∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,v0)

(π ∧ T = θ))
Running KClosure[q](v0, v0) (note v0=〈κ〉v0), we find that J[q](v0, v0)={(true, 0)}.
Thus, our simplification continues:

cost< 100∧ ¬(cost> 10∧∨(π,T)∈J[q](〈κ〉v0,v0)
(π ∧ T = θ))

≡ cost< 100∧ ¬ (cost> 10∧ (true∧ 0= θ))
≡ cost< 100∧ (cost≤ 10∨ 0 6= θ)
≡ cost≤ 10∨ (cost< 100∧ 0 6= θ)

Since the domain ofθ is N , 0 6= θ is equivalent toθ ≥ 1. Let us interpret the result
formulus.
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• When cost≤10 is required, according to figure 3, there will be no computation, and the
universal quantification on paths will be automatically satisfied.
• When cost<100∧ θ ≥ 1 is required, two cases need to be considered:

– When cost≤10, the specification is automatically satisfied for the above-mentioned
reason under the last bullet.

– When cost>10, the sole transition will be triggered and will assert¬q within one time
unit to satisfy the specification.

The following theorem establishes the correctness of our labeling algorithm.

Theorem 1. GivenPAP(A, φ), an interpretationI for H , and a state s(with [s] as a
region in GA:φ), after executing L[φi ](v) in our labeling algorithm, I satisfies L[φi ]([s])
iff s |=I φi .

Proof: Conveniently, a pathv1v2 . . . vn in the region graph is called aφ j -path with inter-
pretatonI iff for all 1 ≤ i < n ands ∈ vi , s |=I φ j . Thetimeof a path is the number of
arcs along the path with an↑ label.

With structural induction onφi in both directions, we first assume thatI satisfies
L[φi ]([s]) and want to show thats |=I φi . We will prove this by induction on the structure
of φi .

1. The case whereφi is an atomic state predicate is trivial and serves as the assumption
basis of induction.

2. Supposeφi isφ j ∨φk. By the assumption,I satisfiesL[φ j ]([s])∨L[φk]([s]). According
to the labeling algorithm,L[φ j ∨ φk]([s])= L[φ j ]([s]) ∨ L[φk]([s]). According to the
inductive hypothesis, we then have eithers |=I φ j or s |=I φk, which in turn means that
s |=I (φ j ∨ φk).

3. Supposeφi is ¬φ j . According to our labeling algorithm,L[¬φ j ]([s]) = ¬L[φ j ]([s]).
Thus, thatI satisfiesL[¬φ j ]([s]) means thatI does not satisfyL[φ j ]([s]). According
to the inductive hypothesis, we then haves 6|=I φ j , which in turn meanss |=I ¬φ j .

4. Supposeφi is ∃¤≥0φ j . According to our labeling algorithm, satisfaction of condition
L[∃¤≥0φ j ]([s]) by I means that there is aφ j -cycle of positive time accessible from
regionu through aφ j -path from〈κ〉[s] to u. Note thatu can denote all four types of
intervals (closed or open on the left or right) since the regions can record if a clock’s
reading is an integer or not. According to the construction of the CR-graph and our
inductive hypothesis, this means thats |=I ∃¤≥0φ j is true, and the case is proven.

5. Supposeφi is ∃φ jU≥θφk. WhenI satisfies the conditionL[∃φ jU≥θφk]([s]), there exists
aφ j -path from〈κ〉[s] to u of time∼I(θ), φk is satisfied atu, and∃¤≥0true is true atu.
According to the construction of the CR-graph and our inductive hypothesis, this means
thats |=I ∃φ jU≥I(θ)φk.

One special thing to check is the precise timing requirement≥θ in ∃φ jU≥θφk for
dense-time computation. (Please see page 6) This presents no problem since our regions
record whether each clock (includingκ) has an integer reading or a noninteger one.

6. The other cases of∃U∼θ can be proven much as we have done in case 5.
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7. Supposeφi is ∀φ jU≤θφk. We work on the negation instead.∀φ jU≤θφk is false exactly
when one of the following two conditions occurs.

– for some path, no later thanθ time units,φk is never true;
– for some path, no later thanθ time units,φ j becomes false beforeφk becomes true.

Segmenting these paths into regions in CR-graphs, we find that the falsity ofL[∀φ jU≤θφk]
([s]) leads to the satisfaction of the disjunction of these two conditions.

The precise timing requirement∼θ in ∀φ jU∼θφk for dense-time computation can also
be proven much as we have done in case 5.

8. The other cases of∀U∼θ can be proven much as we have done in case 7.

We will next assume thats |=I φi and show thatI satisfiesL[φi ]([s]). Again, we can do
this by induction on the structure ofφi

1. The case whereφi is an atomic state predicate is trivial and serves as the assumption
basis of induction.

2. Supposeφi isφ j ∨φk. According to our assumption,s |=I φ j ∨φk, which in turn means
thats |=I φ j ∨s |=I φk. Accroding to the inductive hypothesis, we then have that either
I satisfiesL[φ j ]([s]) or I satisfiesL[φk]([s]). But our labeling algorithm calculates
L[φ j ∨ φk]([s]) asL[φ j ]([s]) ∨ L[φk]([s]). Thus, the case is proven.

3. Supposeφi is ¬φ j . According to our assumption,s |=I ¬φ j , which in turn means
that s 6|= φ j . According to the inductive hypothesis, we then have thatI does not
satisfyL[φ j ]([s]). Then, our labeling algorithm calculatesL[¬φ j ]([s]) as the negation
of L[φ j ]([s]).

4. Supposeφi is∃¤≥0φ j . According to the semantics of∃¤≥0, there is ans-run in whichφIj
is always true. We can segment thes-run into regions to produce a path in the CR-graph.
By the inductive hypothesis, all the regions along the path must satisfyφ j . Examining
the formulus constructed correspondingly in our labeling algorihtm, we find that it must
also be satisfied. This means thatI satisfiesL[φi ]([s]).

5. Supposeφi is ∃φ jU≥θφk. Whens |=I φi is true, there is ans-run throughs1 such that

– it takes∼I(θ) time units to go froms to s1,
– φIj is true froms to just befores1, and
– φk is satisfied ats1 with I.

This in turn means that there is a path in the CR-graph such thatI satisfiesL[φi ]([s])
according to our inductive hypothesis and CR-graph construction.

The precise timing requirement∼θ in ∀φ jU∼θφk for dense-time computation presents
no problem since our regions record whether each clock (includingκ) has an integer
reading or a noninteger one.

6. The other cases of∃U∼θ can be proven much as we have done in case 5.
7. Supposeφi is ∀φ jU≤θφk. We work on the negation instead.∀φ jU≤θφk is false exactly

when one of the following three conditions occurs.

– for some path, beforeθ time units,φk is never true;
– for some path, beforeθ time units,φ j becomes false beforeφk becomes true.
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Mapping these two conditions to path conditions on CR-graphs, we find that their satis-
faction leads to the falsity ofL[∀φ jU≤θφk]([s]). The precise timing requirement∼θ in
∀φ jU∼θφk for dense-time computation can also be proven much as we have done in 5.

8. The other cases of∀U∼θ can be proven much as we have done in case 7.

This ends our proof. 2

4.4. Complexity

According to our construction, the number of regions inGA:φ , denoted|GA:φ|, is at most
3|Q|·(K A:φ+1)C ·(|C|+1)!, where the coefficient 3 and constant+1 reflect the introduction
of the ticking indicatorκ. The inner loop of KClosure[φ1]( )will be executed|GA:φ|4 times.
Each iteration takes an amount of time proportional to|J[φ1](u, v)||J[φ1](v,w)|2|J[φ1](v,v)|.
The conditional path graph arc labels, i.e.,J[φ1](u, v), roughly correspond to the set of
simple paths fromu to v although they utilize the succinct representation of semilinear
expressions. Thus, according to the complexity analysis in [12], we find that the procedure
KClosure[φ1]( ) has complexity doubly exponential to the size ofGA:φ and, thus, triply
exponential to the size of the input, assuming a constant time for the manipulation of
semilinear expressions.

We will now analyze the complexity of our labeling procedure. ProcedureL( ) invokes
KClosure[φ j ]( ) at most once. Label(A, φ) invokes L( ) at most|GA||φ| times. Thus,
the complexity of the algorithm is roughly triply exponential to the size ofA andφ since
polynomials of exponentialities are still exponentialities.

Finally, the PCTL satisfiability problem is undecidable since it is not easier than the
TCTL satisfiability problem [1].

5. Conclusion

With the success of CTL-based techniques in automatic verification for computer systems
[5, 6, 11], it will be helpful if a formal theory suitable for common real-world projects can
be developed. We feel hopeful that the insight obtained and techniques used in this study
can be further applied to verification of reactive systems in a more natural and productive
way.
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Note

1. A semilinear integer set is expressible as the union of a finite number of integer sets like{a+b1 j1+· · ·+bn jn |
j1, . . . , jn ∈ N } for somea, b1, . . . ,bn ∈ N .
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